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USSR WORLD TRADE 

USSR FOREIGN TRADE MINISTER'S OVERVIEW 

Moscow FOREIGN TRADE in English No 1, Jan 82 pp 2-5 

[Article by N. S. Patolichev, minister of foreign trade, from the report of 
N. K. Baybakov, deputy chairman of the Council of Ministers of the USSR and 

chairman of Gosplan "On the State Economic and Social Development Plan of the 
USSR for 1981-1985, the State Plan of the Economic and Social Development for 
1982 and the Plan's Fulfillment in 1981" at the Sixth Session of the Supreme 
Soviet of the USSR of the Tenth Convocation"] 

[Text ] The economic and social development planned for 
the Soviet Union in 1981-1985 creates prerequisites for 
the USSR to participate still more actively in the mu- 
tually beneficial international division of labour. 

in the Eleventh Five-Year-Plan Period it is envisaged 
to increase the Soviet Union's foreign trade turnover by 
22.5 per cent. 

Major accent is placed on the development of eco- 
nomic relations with the countries forming the socialist 
community. The character of these relations in the Elev- 
enth Five-Year-Plan Period is determined by the coor- 
dination of the state plans of the USSR with those of the 
socialist countries for 1931-1985 and the long-term trade 
agreements existing be/ween them. 

The share of socialist countries in USSR foreign trade 
turnover will increase from 54 per cent in 1980 up to 58 
per cent in 1985. 

A number of large integration projects will be construc- 
ted in the USSR jointly with the CMEA member-countries 
such as the Khmelinitsky and South-Ukrainian atomic power 
Stations, the Mozyr fodder yeast factory, facilities for 
ore-dressing complexes and ferro-alloy plants. Production 
specialization: and cooperation between the USSR and other 
CMEA member-countries will be further developed and 
the volume of mutual deliveries of specialised products 
doubled over the amounts in the previous five-year-plan 
period. Scientific and technical cooperation is to be ex- 
panded. 

The Soviet Union assiduously works to deepen its long- 
term stable economic, scientific anc technical relations 
with the states freed from the yoke or colonialism. Com- 
pleted and under construction in the developing coun- 
tries with Soviet assistance are about 1,200 enterprises 



and other projects. This is an effective contribution to 
the expansion of their production potential. 

The USSR's trade and economic cooperation with ma- 
ny developing countries is characterized by long-term 
agreements and in some cases also by long-term coope- 
ration programmes. Such a foundation for these mutual 
relaticns makes them stable and strong. 

Our state is for mutually beneficial and stable ties with 
industrial capitalist countries. However, it is not our fault. 
as was pointed out at the 26th CPSU Congress, that foreign 
trade with some capitalist countries, and primarily with 
the USA. is stagnating or even declining mainly due to the 
attempts of certain imperialist circles to undermine detente 
and deliberately impose unacceptable conditions on us. 

As far as the Soviet Union is concerned, we are pre- 
pared to develup trade and economic relations with all 
— States on the basis of equality and mutual 

netit. 

1981, the tirst year of the cleventh tive-vear plan 
of the USSR, a vear of the Soviet people's creative 
endeavour to put into effect the decisions of the 
26th C?SU Congress, is over. It was a year of turther 
growing might and authority of the Soviet Union, 
a year notable for the Communist Party's untlageing 
efforts to build up the might and prestige of the 
Soviet Union, preserve peace and deepen initerna- 
tional detente. 

The tasks of the country’s social development 
in 1981 were in the main accomplished triumphantly. 
On the basis of our cconomic achievements over the 
Tenth Five-Year-Plan Period (1976-1980) new qua- 
litative shifts have taken place in all the mutltita- 
rious fields of the Soviet economy: industry, agri- 
culture, transport and the services sphere. There 
is a turther rise in our people's living and cultural 
standard; their moral and political cohesion has 
gained in strength 

Further progress has been achieved tm expand. 
ing the Soviet Union's international political and 
economic tics with the aim of tully implementing 
the Leninist peacetul policy and fulfilling the tasks 
set by the 26th CPSU Congress of making ever more 
effective use of the international division of labour 
so as to meet our cconomy’s growing needs for 
equipment, manutacturing processes, raw and other 
materials, as well as the population's demand for 
consumer goods. 

The CPSU's programmed aim, Everything tor 
Man, Evervihing tor His Wellare, has invariably 
been and is the starting point of the Party's polli- 
tical approach to the sucial and econumic problems 
lacing developed socialism. This has predetermined 



the policy of our Party centred at achieving a 
deep-going turn in the country’s economy towards 
accomplishing the multifarious tasks improving the 
well-being of the people. Accordingly the principal 
purpuse of Soviet toreign trade is to actively as- 
sist in the implementation of this policy. 

In practice, evervthing we do in the field of fo- 
reign trade, be it imports of industrial equipment, 
transportation means, farm machinery, pipes tor 
oil and gas pipelines, raw and othe: materials, 
loodstulls or industrial consumer goods. ts to tul- 

hil the man task set by the Party, namely. achieve 
further improvement in the Soviet people's well- 
being. 

Our foreign trade with every passing vear in- 
creases its material contribution to the develop. 
ment of the country’s productive forces, to raising 
the efficiency of social production and replenishing 
our market with consumcr goods for the popu- 
lation. The rapidly growing participation of our 
foreign trade organizations in resolving the country’s 
economic and social problems can be illustrated by 
the fact that the USSR’s foreign trade turnover in 
1981 (around 110,000 million rubles) is, in terms 
of volume, nearly five times greater than in the 
carly 1970s 

Today the socialist market absorbs more than 
half of our goods exchange. We meet the bulk of 
import requirements for many types of product 
by making effective use of the ever wider possibili- 
ties of the division of labour between the countries 
forming the socialist community. Approximately 
two-thirds of these requirements for equipment and 
machinery and three quarters of those for industrial 
consumer goods are covered in this way. 

Very progressive forms of cooperation are being 
used in our relations with the socialist countries. 
Among these, socialist cconomic integration has 
becn plaving a leading role in our economic ties 
with the CMEA member states for ten vears now. 
The 26th CPSU Congress quite clearly confirmed 
the importance and necessity of the further develop- 
ment and deepening of the integration processes 
between the USSR and the other fraternal coun- 
trices. By balancing the expansion of their eco- 
nomic integration the CMEA members have already 
made great progress in resolving their common ra- 
dical economic problems helping towards consistent- 
lv increasing the growth rates of social production 
in the socialist community as a whole. 



In principle, certain forms of economic integra- 
tion were applied in the practice of socialist con- 
struction even before. In the USSR various im- 
poriant integrated measures were applied to har- 
monize the economic development of the Soviet 
republics and various economic areas, and also to 

establish broad inter-sectoral economic relation- 
ships. Inter-state economic cooperation within the 
CMEA framework has shown, naturally, even 
broader possibilities and multiformity of socialist 
economic integration. 

For the current five-year period and for the 1980s 
as a whole the Council for Mutual Economic As- 
sistance has agreed upon a wide complex of new 
integrated measures that have been coordinated into 
the five-year economic development plans of all 
CMEA members. Its main component consists of 
long-term specific cooperation p mes for the 
basic spheres of the economy and long-term pro- 
grammes of specialization and cooperation in pro- 
duction, all of which have been calculated for the 
period ending in 1990, as well as the Coordinated 
Plan for Multilateral Integration Measures of the 
socialist countries for 1981-1985. 

The planned integrated measures, when imple- 
mented, ensure the most rational use of the pro 
duction potentialities of each participating country, 
their economic experience and their material wealth, 
fuel and raw materials especially. 

“Nowadays”, Comrade L.I. Brezhnev pointed out 
at the 26th Party Congress, “the steady development 
of any socialist country, and successful solution by 
it of such problems as, say, the provision of energy 
and raw materials and utilization of the latest 
scientific and technical achievements, are incon- 
ceivable without ties with other fraternal coun- 
tries”. 

Now the question arises as to the need for the 
fraternal countries to pass on to ever higher forms 
of cooperation. As L.I. Brezhnev noted at the 26th 
CPSU Congress, life itself sets the task of supple- 
menting plan coordination with an agreed eco- 
nomic policy as a whole. Cooperation and specia- 
lization in production, a stable division of labour 
should serve as a basis for this course of develop- 
ment. This predetermines ever closer convergence 
of the structures of the economic mechanisms, fur- 
ther development of direct contacts between the 
ministries, associations and enterprises participat- 
ing in cooperation, the establishment of joint firms 
and the use of other possible forms of combining 
our efforts and resources. 



Clearly, the Soviet Union just as its socialist part- 
bers, proceeds from the premise that wider cooper- 
ation in this direction should be mutually advan- 
tageous in all respects 

Being mindful of the constant improvement of 
the socialist market, we attach great importance to 
the further all-round development of our business 
relations with the other part of the world. 

Etiective assistance to newly independent na- 
tions is a major line of Soviet foreign policy. The 
Soviet Union understands and has a sympathetic 
attitude towards these countries’ desire to finally 
free themselves from colonialist and neo-colonialist 
fetters, overcome their economic backwardness, 
poverty, hunger, and disease, and embark on the 
path of independent development. 

The Soviet Union's economic cooperation with 
the industrial capitalist countries is based on the 
time-tested principles of new-type international! re- 
lations created by socialism: full and real equality 
of the parties, mutual advantage, respect for so- 
vereigntv and non-interference in one another's 
domestic aifairs. Practical expression of this policy 
is seen in the rapid and all-round development of 
our trade and other economic ties with these 
countries. 

The 26th CPSU Congress emphasized the im- 
portance of the further expansion of these ties on 
a long-term basis, making it possible to tie in- 
dividual aspects of our economic plans more closely 
with the economic development plans of the de- 
veloping nations. In recent years we have taken 
positive steps by signin ve-year trade agree- 
ments with several developing countries as well 
as agreements and programmes of economic, scien- 
tific and technical cooperation for ten-to-fifteen- 
vear terms, covering a wide area of business activ- 
ity and combining our mutual possibilities for co- 
vpevration in utilizing natural and energy resources, 
technologies and equipment. 

An important feature of the trade and economic 
cooperation between the USSR and the developing 
countries is that, following their wishes, priority is 
given here to assistance in developing these coun- 
tries’ public sectors. This is regarded by many 
developing nations as the principal means for 
reaching their vital economic targets, as the ma- 
terial basis for radical social and economic trans- 
furmations, as protection of the national industry 
and the economy as a whole from the trans.ation- 
al corporations dominant in the world capitalist 
econumy. 



While giving all possible assistance to the de- 
veloping countries in their efforts to overcome their 
economic backwardness, the Soviet Union neither 
attaches any political strings to it nor seeks comirol 
over the natural resources and economics of its 
partners. The Soviet Union renders selfless aid to 
friends and allics in their struggle against the 
common cncmics—imperialism, colonialism and nco- 
colonialism. In this it supports the just demand 
of the develupins nations for the restructure ol 
international ccononuc relations on just and demo- 

cratic lines, and for the establishment of a new in- 
ternational economic order. 

The Leninist principle of peaceful coexistence 
and the need to consolidate international detente 
has always been and is the corner-stone of our re- 
lations with countries with different social svstems. 
On this basis we shail continue to maintain stable 
and mutually advantageous trade, economic, scien- 
tific and technical ties with tiicse capitalist coun- 
tries evincing willingness to cooperate with our 
country. The 26th CPSU Congress adepted direct 
and clear-cut decisions on this point. 

In the current five-year period we shall continue 
to implement existing agreements and conclude 
new agreements with industrial capitalist cvuntries 
on large-scale projects in the fuel and chemical in- 
dustries besides other economic sectors. 

Our cooperation with this group of countries 
in the first year of the current fhve-vear plan began 
in complicated international conditions. 

We are making good progress in cooperating with 
vur major trading partners in the West, above all 
the Federal Republic of Germany, Finland, France, 
Italy, Austria; our relations with them are built and 
rest on a long-term contractual basis. With these 
countries we have economic agreements and pro- 
rammes, large-scale arrangements and contracts 
or cooperation in building a number of large in- 
dustrial complexes in the USSR, including those on 
compensation terms. New agreements and contracts 
are also being signed. 

Our business relations with the Western coun- 
tries will greatly be influenced by implementing 
a new large-scale project for the construction of the 
Urengoi-Uzhgorod gas pipeline to export natural 
gas from the USSR to West European countries. To 
construct this and other pipelines the West supplies 
us, on credit, with large-diameter pipes, compressor 
stations and other requisite mate ials and equip- 
ment. The total volume of these saipments is quite 



imposing. Realization of the entire transactions, in- 
cluding the delivery to the West of Soviet gas by 
this new pipciine, transcends into the 21st century 
and will be an important practical step in sviving 
energy problems on a European scale. 

Along with the certain economic advantages for 
themselves, many West countries have seen in this 
project a new endeavour on our part to strengthen 
its business relations and build up its peaceful 
good-neighbuurly coexistence with the West. 

The Soviet Union has always favoured broad 
peaceful cooperation with 2ll countrics. The 26th 
CPSU Congress is a new confirmation of the fact 
that this policy continues unchanged. Being a matter 
of principle in our relations with other countries, 
it embodies the aim of Soviet foreign policy, name- 
ly, preservation of peace, deepening of detente and 
expansion of mutual understanding between na- 
tions. 

The visit of LA. Brezhnev, General Secretery ol 
the CPSU Central Commitice and Chairman ot the 
Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet, to the Fe. 
deral Republic of Germany in November last was 
an wypertant contribution to the cause of detente 
and improvement of the political climat: in Europe 
Much attention was devoted during the visit to the 
question of the further development of cconomic 
couperation between the two countries with its 
vrieniation towards the long-crita period 

The Party's course aimed at creative endeavour 
was clearly demonstrated once again in the de- 
cisions of the November 1981 Plenum of the CPSU 
Ceniral Committee and in the striking programme 
speech made by Leonid Brezhnev at the Plenum. 
This meeting was a direct continuation of the 
work done oy the 26th Party Congress: it gave con- 
crete expression to the Party's cconomic policy ap- 
proved by the Congress for the 1980s as applied to 
the first half of the current decade still further. The 
Plenum cmphasized the need to fulfil and overful- 
fil the plan for 1982 and the tive-vear plan as a whole. 
With this aim in view every effort «’ vuld be made 
to reach the Party's major goal—increase the effi- 
ciency of our econumy ard intensify it. 

As an appreciable reserve for raising the eff- 
ciency of the Soviet economy L.I. Brezhnev point- 
ed to the weighed, well-thought-out development 
of our external economic ties, above all the decpen- 
ing of our cuoperation with the socialist countries 
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as an area of Pal arent Coon and prerlrtic cal im 

portance. The current five vear period wall provide 
the prerequisites for the USSR’s further active par 
ticipation in the mutually beneficial international 
division of labour. The plan is to increase Sovict 
furcign trade by 22.5 per cent over this period. The 
share of the socialist countrics in this trade will in- 
crease from 54 per cent in 1980 to 58 per cent in 
1985. A serics of large integration projects will be 
built on Soviet territory in conjunction with CMEA 
members, such as the Khmelnitsky and South 
Ukraiaian atomic power station, mining and con- 
centrating facilities anc plants to produce ferro- 
alloys. Further impetus will be given to specializa- 
tion and couperation in production: our mutual de- 
liveries along these lines with the sucialist countries 
will double those of the preceding five-vear plan 

It is also planned to broaden our couperation 
with all the other countries of the world 

The specified Soviet foreign trade targets for 
1982 and the 11th Five-Year-Plan Period as a whole 
in nature and importance are not simple to reach 
Theis attainment will require considerable cfforts 
on the part of all our foreign trade organizations, 
as well as the adoption of a wide range of economic, 
urganizational and political measures 

"Vneshnyaya torgovlya” 1982 
English translation "Foreign Trade", 1982 

1812/49 



FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATES OF 25 JANUARY 1982 LISTED 

Moscow EKONOMICHESKAYA GAZETA in Russian No 5, Jan 82 p 22 

{Information Item by Ye. Zolotarenko] 

{Text ] Bulletin of Foreign Currency Exchange Rates 

Beginning 25 January 1982 

Name of Currency Exchange Rate 
in Rubles 

Australian dollars Indonesian rupees for 
for 100 80.53 1000 1.13 

Austrian schillings Iraqi dinars for 1 2.38 
for 100 4.40 Iranian rials for 100 0.90 

Albanian leks for 100 18.00 Icelandic krone for 100 8.62 
Dinars of the Algerian Spanish pesetos for 100 0.74 

People's Democratic Italian lire for 10,000 5.76 
Republic for 100 16.84 Dinars of the People's 

English pounds sterling Democratic Republic of 
for 100 134.00 Yemen for 1 2.09 

Argentine pesos for 1000 0.06 Rials of the Yemeni Arab 
Afghan afghans for 100 1.42 Republic for 100 15.60 
Belgian francs for 100 1.81 Canadian dollars for 100 59.54 

Burmese kyats for 100 10.83 Yuan of the Chinese People's 
Bulgarian levs for 100 76.92 Republic for 100 40.53 
Hungarian forints for 100 7.67 Wons of the Korean People's 
Dongs of the Socialist Democratic Republic 

Republic of Vietnam for 100 74.93 
for 100 30.60 Cuban pesos for 1 0.90 

Ghanian cedis for 1 .26 Kuwait dinars for | 2.54 
Guinean sylis for 100 3.32 Lebanese pounds for 100 15.44 
GDR marks for 100 40.50 Libyan dinars for l 2.38 
FRG German marks for 100 30.85 Malaysian ringgits for 100 31.71 
Dutch guilder for 100 28.15 Moroccan dirhams for 100 13.53 
Greek drachmas for 100 1.27 Mexican pesos for 100 2.75 
Danish krone for 100 9.43 Mongolian tugriks for 100 22.50 
Egyptian pounds for 1 1.00 Nepalese rupees for 100 5.30 
Indian rupees for 100 7.79 New Zealand dollars for 100 58.52 



Norwegian krone for 100 12.10 Uruguayan pesos for 100 6.13 
Pakistani rupees for 100 7.10 Finnish marks for 100 16.17 
Polish zlotys for 100 22.50 French francs for 100 12.14 

Portuguese escudos Czechoslovakian krone 

for 100 1.10 for 100 12.50 
Romanian lei for 100 15.00 Swedish krone for 100 12.61 

Singapore dollars for Swiss francs for i00 38.34 
100 34.50 Sri Lanka rupees for 100 3.44 

Syrian pounds for 100 18.16 Ethiopian birrs for 100 35.16 

Somali schillings Yugoslavian dinars for 100 1.81 

for 100 11.23 Japanese yen for 1000 3.15 
United States dollars 

for 100 71.00 
Sudanese pounds for l 0.79 
Tunisian dinars for l 1.40 

Turkish lire for 100 0.55 

Our Comuentary 

On 25 January Gosbank USSR changed the exchange rate for 13 foreign currencies: 
the rate was lowered for the Austrian schilling, the Belgian, French, and Swiss 

franc, the FRG German mark, the Dutch guilder, the Danish and Swedish krone, the 
Italian lire, the Canadian dollar, and the Japamese yen; the rate was increased 
for the American dollar and the English pound sterling. 

During the first weeks of 1982 the exchange rates of the capitalist currencies 
underwent substantial fluctuation. The increased demand for dollars at the end 
of 1981 was replaced, as is usual, by a decrease in it during the first ten days 

of January. However, then the demand for dollars again increased as a result of 

a widening in the gap between interest rates in favor of the dollar: the rates 
for federal funds and deposits in Euro-dollars, which had gore down to 12-13 
percent, again exceeded 14 percent, while the rates on deposits in Swiss francs 
and FRG marks gradually lowered. This tendency was consolidated by a decrease on 
21 January in the special lombard rate of .5 percent on the credit of the FRG 
Central Bank. 

The new upward movement in interest rates in the United States (as yet a small 
one and only for short-term operations; the “prime rate” remains at the level of 
15.75 percent) has been caused by the publication of a forecast of a deficit in 
the country's Federal budget of more than 100 billion dollars both in the 1982 
and in the 1983 fiscal years. This will greatly exceed the largest budget deficit 
in the history of the United States of 66 billion dollars which was recorded in 
1976. 

The price of gold on international markets has continued to decrease, having 
reached 370 dollars per ounce. At the basis of its decrease is the economic 

recession in the capitalist world, the prospects of a further increase in interest 
rates in dollars, and the metai sales connected with this. 

2959 

CSO: 1825/33 
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USSR WORLD TRADE 

RUBLE EXCHANGE RATES UPDATED BY GOSBANK 

Comprehensive Listing 

Moscow EKONOMICHESKAYA GAZETA in Russian No 2, Jan 82 p 21 

/Article by Ye. Zolotarenko/ 

[Text/ Bullecin of the Exchange Rates of 

Name of Currency 

Australian dollars per 100. .....e.. 
Austrian schillings per 100......-. 

Albanian leks per 100 .....2c-e«-e«e-s 
Dinars of Democratic and Popular Republic 

British pounds sterling per 100..... 

Argentine pesos per 1,000 .....24+e+e-s 
Afghan afghani per 100. .....++e6-s 

Belgian francs per i00. .....+4++e2+2 
Burmese kyats per 1900 ....+4++e+-ee-s 

Bulgarian levs per 100. cece ee ee 
Hungarian forints per 100 . wT? ne 
Dongs of Socialist Republic of Vietnam per 100. .... 
Ghanaian cedi each. ....++++-+e-s 
Guinea syli per 100... 2. 2» ee ese 
Marks of GDR per 100. ....++-++es 
Deutsche marks of FRC per 100 ....-. - 
Dutch guilders per 100. ....+24++ees 
Greek drachmas per 100. .....2.++ss 
Danish krones per 100... ..2.+2-e+s2-e-s 
Egyptian pounds each. ...+«-+«-+see-s 
Indian rupees per 100 . " 
indonesian rupees per 1,000... 
iragi dimars each ...-e-ee-eseeee 
Iranian rials per 100 ..... 

leelandic kromas per 100. ....+++s- 
Spanish pesetas per 100 ....4ee+s+-e-s 

Italian lira per 10,000 . ....2+2-+2-s 
Dinars of People’s Democratic Republic of 

Foreign Currencies as of 1 January 1982 

Exchange Rate in Rubles 

oeeeee ees 80.53 
66 bee 6 &E 4.46 

» oo e686 © oe 18.00 
of Algeria per 100 16.84 

; +.e-8 8 © 6.675 133.95 
> hee © 0. e.8 6 0.06 
eseeeeeee 1.42 

ceeoeceoeee es 1.85 
eee 6 © &.5 10.83 
ee eeev eee 76.92 

eee e0e0e8 8 7.67 
ee 30.60 

» eee 6 © O mc8. @ 0,26 
>. © + & ae. 6 3.32 
oe eevee e @ 40.50 
seen ene? 31.20 
_- 6 66 ee eo 4 28.35 

se 0.68 88 6 ¢ 1.27 
eeeeveveee 9.59 
Sih 6 2 6:88. @ 1.00 
oe eeecee ee 7.79 
> ae 6: &. Ss 1.13 
coe eeeree ee @ 2.38 
9 @l.* © oe 0.90 
eeeeeee ee 8.62 
oe ene eves 0.74 
>. e288 Be 0 6.6 5.86 
Yemen each. ... 2.09 



Name of Currency Exchange Rate in Rubles 

Rials of Yemen Arab Republic per 100. . ....-e «eee 15.60 
| ee ee ee 60.00 
2? mee Mi «seeege.ee 6690s eeeeer 40.53 
i ee Mis «see gseeeneeeneeeeéeed 74.93 

[lt in. e«eeeezeeegeeuveaesnueqe4ue0eeeeaes 9.90 
(tj) (et Ce «- - & « egegeeeseeesceseees 2.54 

oO ie i ee ee ee ee ee 15.44 
 [— [OE. semwegguvceeseeseeee0e0s 2.38 
ES i 2 Se ee ee ee ee ee ae ee 31.71 

RE Be | ee ee ae ee ee ae ee ae ee ee ee 1.23 
meeeccen Gismeme pee 100. . ec cece eeseeveeeces 13.53 
oe ee i a ee ee ee ee ee 2.75 
Mongolian tugriks per 100 .....24+4+e-e cc eeeeeese 22.50 
Nepalese rupees per 100 .....2e-e-ec-cceveccecvsecvese 5.30 
New Zealand dollars per 100 .....24+24+4-e0-e+ ee eees 58.52 
Norwegian kronas per 100. .....24+e-e-esceeecsveee 12.10 
Pakistani rupees per 100. .....2-2ee2ceeeeeees 7.10 
pehiom Slety per 190. ~ cc cecevcececeveeeeeveeee 22.50 
Portuguese escudos per 100. .....2+e+++2+-+e2-eeee-e 1.10 

Romanian leus per 100 .....24+4-e+e22 2 ses ee eees 15.00 
Singapore dollars per 100 ....24+24e«-+«eeeseeees 34.50 

Syrian pounds per 100 ...s6-cccceceeceveceveeeee cs 18.16 

Somali shillings per 100. . ....2+22e cee eee cee 11.23 
U.S. Goliares per 100. . 2c. cccecececevevveeveseee © 70.60 

Sudanese pounds each. .- «ccc cecececeeeeevees 0.79 
Tumisian dimars each. ..-2«ccceccecevcevecverveceeee 1.40 

Turkish lire per 100. ..4.cccecevevceveeveeeecee 0.55 
Uruguayan pesos per 100 ....4++e++-+ee cee eeeves 6.13 
Finnish mearkka per 100. ...2cccceevcececesececee 16.17 

peemen Evemes per 1G). ec cceeceeeveseseeeeee 12.33 
Czechoslovak korunas per 100. ....+24++s++se2s2+se-+seee es 12.50 

Swedish kronas per 100. ....+2-e-++se2eeeseseee 12.71 

Swiss france per 100. ...e46-ceccccecececceeveveseeee 39.16 
Sri Lankan rupees per 100 ....424+e+e-c ee ee eevee 3.44 

Ethiopean birrs per 100 .....24+2e-ececeseceeees 35.16 
Yugoslav dinars per 100 ....+2 +s +2 cee eee eeeves 1.81 
Japanese yen per 1,000. ....se-e-eceeecceevevees 3.18 

Our Commentary 

Gosbank has changed as of 1] January 1982 the exchange rate of 20 foreign curren- 
cies. The exchange rate of the Austrian schilling, the British pound sterling, 
the Belgian, Malian French and Swiss francs, the deutsche mark of the FRG, the 
Dutch guilder, the Danish krone, the Norwegian and Swedish kronas, the Sudanese 
pound and the Japanese yen was lowered; the exchange rate of the U.S. and 
Canadian dollars, the Ghanaian cedi, the Greek drachma, the Indian rupee, the 
Iranian rial and the Moroccan dirham was increased. 

The situation on the exchange markets in December 1981 was very unstable. For 
the most part it was dictated by the fact that the United States began again to 
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slip into a recession, in connection with which a tendency for interest rates to 

decline was noted in this country. The West European partaers of the United States, 

which during the first half of the year were forced to increase the rates follow- 
ing the Americans even to the detriment of their own economy, are also attempting 

to decrease their own rates. Here, however, the countries of Western Europe are 

attempting not to allow a disturbance of the exchange ratios, which have been 
established between their currencies and the U.S. dollar, and are lowering the 

rates with great caution. Thus, whereas the rate of the central bank of the United 
States was lowered in December by 1 percent (from 13 to 12 percent) and the rate of 

the central bank of Japan was lowered by 0.75 percent (from 6.25 to 5.5 percent), 
the banks of the FRG and Switzerland lowered their rates by only 0.5 percent. 

A slight increase of the exchange rate of American currency was the result of such 
a “collective™ lowering of the interest rates. Such a temporary factor as the in- 
creased demand for dollars, which is usually made at the end of the year by firms 
and banks, including American firms and banks, also was conducive to its strengthen- 

ing. 

The decrease of the exchange rate of the pound sterling in December is connected 

with signs of a new outflow of capital from England, which had previously entered 

this country, which was dictated primarily by the aspiration to share in the prof- 

its from the working of North Sea petroleum. Now the recession in the West has 
Stabilized the petroleum market, and for this reason has also decreased the hopes 
for large profits. 

The 45-percent devaluation of the Sudanese pound was carried out as one of the con- 
ditions of the extension of a loan to Sudan by the International Monetary Fund. 

The price of gold declined by the end of the year, after the lapse of the peak of 

industrial demand, to $395 per ounce. 

Western Currencies 

Moscow EKONOMICHESKAYA GAZETA in Russian No 3, Jan 82 p 22 

/Article: "In USSR Gosbank"/ 

/Text/ USSR Gosbank has changed as of 6 January 1982 the exchange rates of eight 
foreign currencies, having established their following quotations: 

Currency Exchange Rate in Rubles 

British pounds sterling per 100. ....++++s ee «© © @ 135.19 
Deutsche marks of FRG per 100. . .. 2 +2 2s ee ee © @ @ 31.30 
Dutch guilders per 100 ...4+4242e¢-eceeesee eee 2 28.54 

italian lira per 10,000. ...+s«-e«eececceve se evese 2 5.88 
Canadian dollars per 100 .....+.«e+«+s+eesee eee 59.00 

Gr ee Ee ee ee ee er ee ee ee 69.90 
French france per 100. ..«+-e«<e«eeeerecrts eevee @ 12.37 

Japanese yen per 1,000 .....2«+-eseeeeccee eee 3.2] 
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U SShmCe tA RADE 

INTexNATLONAL INVESTMENT BANK DISCUSSED 

Moscow PRAVDA in Russian 18 Jan 82 p 4 

{Article by L. Zimyrev, Noscow: "Financial Expert--A Report from the international 
Investment 3ank") 

[Text] On one of the streets of Krasnaya Presnya where workers 
built barricades in 1905, there stands an ordinary looking house. 
At the entrance a plaque in two languages. It is the location of 

an extraordinary financial organization--the Interational Invest- 

ment Bank (118), now in its twelfth year of operation. The pres- 

tige of this large investment institution and its importance in 
socialist economic integration are growing. 

ihat morning when we met, Al‘bert Nikolayevich Belichenko, the board chairman, 
at this time as usual was looking through newly arrived mail. 

"Tne LIB maintains contacts with all the national banks of the CEMA member coun- 
tries," the chairman explains, pointing to the pile of envelopes. "We also have 

correspondence and business ties with 300 capitalist commercial banks as well as 
the interamerican, Asian and African banks of development, the European Investmeat 
jank and otuers. 

"yinancial experts love to work with figures," Al‘bert Nikolayevich continues, “for 
which reason I would like to mention that the bank, which has authorized capital in 

excess of one billion transferable rubles, has provided credits in the amount of 
3.5 billion transferable rubles for 79 imstallations. CEMA member countries have 
obtained because of tnis tens of billions of cubic meters of gas, theusands of 

railroad cars, trucks and passenger buses, machine tools and presses, agricultural 
wacninery, fabrics and other products adding up to hundreds of millions of rubles." 

It is teu by tae clock. members of the board, leading staff members and experts 
enter the chairman's spacious office. A meeting begins. The agenda deals with 

economic efiectiveness of credits. The stress on the economic side is no accident. 
Year after year, tie sum of investments and the number of facilities involved has 
been growing. ‘The mechanism of financing the production of products needed by 

countries of tne socialist community is becoming complex. Tnat is why it is impos- 
sible to proceed without a scrupulous analysis of the effectiveness of eacii credit. 
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« discussion proceeded in a spirit oi comradeliness, .oreover, despite the inter- 
national makeup, the participants excellently understood each other and carried on 

the talk constructively in a businesslike manner. I cite in condensed form the re- 

cord of some of tne statements. 

"There are frequent cases where accounting of products received after appropriation 
of investment is conducted on the basis of physical volume or in transferable 
rubles; in this connection quality is not always considered. I propose an indica- 

tor of production quality that would be obligatory as a condition of agreements.... 

“It is essential to analyze more carefully credit requests. The main question is 

whether an item will be included in the national-economic plan of the borrowings 

country? Clarity is important nere from the start and not in the concluding stages 
of credit extension when it is difficult to influence the course of events.... 

“Sometimes the time for completion of work, utilization of capacities and planned 
delivery of products is carried over. In such cases, corresponding changes should 
be incorporated in the initial conditions of credit extension and, in case of need, 

sanctions should be applied...." 

I want to immediately explain that "sanctions" primarily mean actions of a preven- 
tive character, for example, turning to the government of a borrowing country with a 

proposal of an offer of assistance for an item, limitation of subsequent credits and 

the like. 

What is responsible for such an approach? For an understanding, we shall resort to 

a comparison. tank capital is under the law of self-growth. This, according to 

wiarx, means "money hatching money." The transferable ruble Nas another aim. It 
is called upon to contribute to socialist economic integratisi:. This is why IIB's 
interest rates are several fold lower than in the West and the size of investments 

does not depend on the country's share in the authorized capital. 

"When the transferable ruble appeared," Nikolay Vladimirovich Blinkov, board secre- 
tary of Ilp, said, “one of the Western journals printed an article entitled ‘The 

Fairy Tale of the Ruble.’ It stated that the international collective currency of 
the socialist countries was nothing more than a ‘label,’ ‘the product of communist 
self-deception.’ Well then, if the transferable ruble is a fairy tele, it would 
then turn out that we were destined to make the fairy tale a true story. Time has 

shown: our monetary unit is a working ruble. With its aid, funds are accumulated 

to release them in the decisive sectors of economic development, for the realiza- 

tion of the Complex Program of Socialist Economic Integration and long-term special- 
purpose programs of cooperation." 

That day I had plans for still another meeting--in the hall where the credit appli- 

cation of the Hungarian delegation was being considered. But before this I had a 
chance to talk with two participants of the meeting that was over. 

lne first question was directed to ‘odor Dimitrov, IIb deputy board chairman. "Can 
tue iniluence of bank credits in bulgaria affect the development of the national 
economy?"=-"Without a doubt, the influence is felt," Dimitrov eagerly replied. lie 
is working his first month at the I1b, but long knows the bank through correspond- 
ence. the fact is that the LIB is providing credit for the construction of the 
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Varua-soefia motor .iguway and odor was born and grew up as a financial specialist 
in Varna. There he worked wita a construction project and tien in a district peo- 

ple's soviet, a district committee of the Bulgarian Communist Party and, before 

comin; to Moscow, as the chief director of a district office of the bank. Todor 
uad met a number of times with LIS representatives in Varna and had seen that the 

transferable ruble was “building™ aroad from the Black Sea to Sofia; he was among 
tne first to hichly rate its economic importance. 

iuen 1 had a talk with the director of one of the credit administrations, Losif 
Adamec, from the CSSR. "What is going on now in the operation of the bank?" 
laere are problems, my interlocutor replied. For example, a dilemma is to be found 
in a number of cases: to distribute an order among enterprises of CEMA member coun- 

tires or to purchase wiat is needed in the West. that is to acquire dollars, West- 

German marks or yen and pay interest. The question is ome of financial policy. 
it is connected with determining the limits of credit indebtedness and tue risk of 
negative consequences. This was discussed a number of times at congresses of the 

fraternal parties and in speeciies of party and state figures of the countries of 
the socialist community. The chief and determining thing in this policy does not 
concern considerations of aid from capitalist countrics but rather strengthening of 

an active unity and solidarity of the countries of the socialist community and im- 
provement of the system of coordination of the activities of ail tie CEMA member 
countries. 

1 now hurried into the hall where the Hungarian credit application was being stud- 

ied. ‘the tungarian delegation includes a departmental chief and two colleagues of 

the directorate of liungarian railroads as well as the deputy director of the llun- 
sarian National bank. Sitting side by side at the round table were responsible IIb 

experts and representatives of the CSSR, Bulgaria, Poland and the USSR. The objec- 
tive of the tiungarian emissaries was to obtain credit for the electrification of one 
of the railroad main lines along whica freight of the socialist countries moves. 

inis is by no means the first application of the ilungarian railroad officials. It 
SO happened that a large sum issued to t: 2m ten years ago was actually the first 

credit extended by tue [18. The funds were successfully utilized. At the border 

station of Zahony, there has been built in particular the only three-story gantry 
of its kind for the -*loading of free-flowing loads from from national cars to cars 
pelonring to tne common pool of ChiiA member countries. 

vue experts study in getail presented documents, tally the probable results and 
quietly exchange opinions. It would appear that the question is clear: credits 

tor .ungary's railroads work reliably. Nonetheless, it was decided to send to 
tne sites, including the Zahony station, experts from the bank to determine the 

effectiveness of the credits. After this, it was planned to sign the agreement. 

Such an arreement is certain in the present five-year plan. At the present moment, 

necessury auaplitications are in process of being incorporated. The possibility is 

also being studied of byilding of joint facilities in CLi1A member countries with 
the aid of ILLS credits; in addition, tie bank came out with an initiative of creat- 

ing a special fund for tunis. 

lt may be said on (ne whole that a tnought out, purposeful policy of long-term in- 

vestments by LIB contributes to the deveiopment of international specialization of 
production: in Bulgaria, for example, production of electric and motor cars, in 
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tue Gblir-maciine-builuing products and forging and pressing equipment, in the CSSR 
--motor vehicles of large load capacity, in iiungary--autobuses, motor-vehicle com 

ponents and parts. 

You enter into the circle of concerns of the bank's international collective and be- 
come convinced of the importance oi its contribution to socialist economic integra- 

tion. xkecall, for example, the achievement of such a gigantic international project 
as the Soyuz gas pipeline. it is by no means an accident that it is called the 
LIB's visiting card. In tne seventies, the International Investment Bank provided 

gore than two billion transferable rubles for the fraternal construction project, 
which include a portion of tne credits in convertible exchange, although it was 

guite diificult to do this. 

The bank's prestige stems from the efforts of all its personnel--from menbers of 

tice board to the rank and file financial experts. Financial experts.... This sounds 
ratner prosaic, but when you look into it, you find that their profession is an in- 
teresting one. tiere at the IIb, it presupposes a knowledge of economics, diplomacy, 

psychology, law and mucin else. 

The chairman of the board also received on this day a banker from the vuresden 

Bank (FRG), talked with the deputy trade representative of Sulgaria in the USSR, 
checked the progress of the new construction project on the future Novokirovskiy 
Prospekt, where at the present time three banks are being erected next to each 

other--the International Investment Sank, the USSR Foreign Trade Bank and the Inter- 
national sank of Economic Cooperation. Close to evening A.N. Belichenko refined tie 
details of tie future collective trip of bauk personnel to better familiarize them- 

selves with our country. And just before leaving, he congratulated according to an 
established tradition three colleagues on their birthdays, all of whom happened to 
be born on tnis day.... 

Thus ended the workday of the international collective of the International Invest- 
ment Dank. It was a day like any day. Seemingly, no different from the rest. Did 
it bring any satisiaction? This question was answered by one of the experienced 

and active staff members who had given half of his life to banking, Wolfang Fried- 

rich of tine GUR, a director of administration, 

“Work at the LIB provides joy. it is necessary to solve not just investment prob- 

lems, which have always attracted me, in order to take into account the interests 
ot votu an individual country and the socialist community as a whole. It expands 
euve's outloos, raises thinking to high social horizons. This is why the Interua- 

tional bank is for all of us an academy of finance, a university of socialist econ- 
mic integration and internationalism." 

‘09? 

VU: 1625/29 
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USSR-CEMA TRADE 

ALTERNATIVE FUEL, ENERGY RESOURCES IN CEMA AGRICULTURE 

Moscow IZVESTIYA AKADEMII NAUK SSSR: SERIYA EKONOMICHESKAYA in Russian No 5, 

Sep-Oct 81 pp 87-101 

/Article by B. Ye. Frumkin and V. V. Frolov: “Alternative Fuel and Energy Resources 
in Agriculture of the CEMA Countries"/ 

/Text/ The state of the power-worker ratio in agriculture of the 
European CEMA countries and the possible means of increasing it 
by the extensive use of alternative fuel and energy resources are 
examined in the article. Data on the perspective scale of their 
use in the agrarian sphere and on the possibilities of coopera- 
tion in the development of the necessary flow charts, designs and 

equipment are cited. 

The supply of fuel and energy resources is acting more and more in the socislist 
countries as one of the decisive factors of their economic growth and the increase 

of the well-being of the people. In the next two decades, to ensure the economic 
development of the countries of the community it is proposed to increase the con- 
sumption of energy carriers by 50-70 percent. The satisfaction of the increasing 
needs is possible only on the basis of the rationalization of the use of tradition- 

al energy resources with the simultaneous rapid increase of the consumption of al- 
ternative types of fuel and energy. 

This, in turn, requires the pursuit of a flexible national energy policy with re- 
spect to individual sectors and spheres of the national economy subject to their 
specific production nature and importance for the growth of the economy as a whole. 

Agriculture is one of the sectors, the stable development of which has significant 
socioeconomic and ecological consequences and in many ways depends on the level of 
supply of energy resources. As compared with the other sectors of the economy, 
agriculture has a definite specific nature: for a long time in the past its energy 
needs were met by internal resources, first of all the muscle power of people and 
draft animals, the use of the energy of water and the wind, the calorific value of 
agricultural waste and others. Subsequently, in accordance with the structure of 
energy consumption and the level of the power-output ratio, agriculture in the eco- 
nomically developed countries has come closer to the other sectors and at present 
uses primarily expensive types of fossil fuel (first of all the products of petro- 
leum refining). With the intensification of agriculture the power expenditures 
also increase rapidly. For example, the increase of the yield of cereal. from 
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20 to 40 quintals per hectare is accompanied by a 10-fold increase of the expendi- 
tures of the energy of fossil fuel. 

The aggravation of the fuel and energy problem gave rise in the majority of coun- 

tries of the world, including the CEMA countries, to an interest in the more ex- 
tensive use of the internal resources of apriculture for meeting its own energy 

needs and, perhaps, in the future for the partial meeting of the needs of other 
sectors.! At present the questions of the power supply of the process of agricul- 

tural production are becoming a necessary component of the elaboration of the na- 
tional and international policy of the development of the agrarian sector in the 
countries of the community. 

In the majority of them the reserves of traditional fossil energy carriers are 
small, while in some (Cuba, Hungary, Bulgaria) up to 50 percent of the energy needs 
are met by imports. A number of CEMA countries have to pay for a certain portion 

of these imports with exports of agricultural products, and the effectiveness of 
such payments in recent yvars has been declining.? At the same time many countries 

have developed agriculture, the possibilities of which for energy self-sufficiency 
for the present are being inadequately utilized. 

The industrialization of agricultural production, which began in the European CEMA 
countries and the USSR in the mid-1960's, was responsible for the substantial in- 
crease of the total energy expenditures on its output. The expenditures are formed 

from the energy, which is consumed in agriculture directly in the form of fuel and 
electric power, the energy expenditures of draft animals and people (so-called 
operating energy) and the energy, which is consumed in other sectors and is trans- 

ferred to agriculture in the form of the energy of machines, mineral fertilizers, 

pesticides and mixed fodders (so-cailed embodied energy). 

From 1960 to 1977 the total energy expenditures on the production of agricultural 

products on the average for the European CEMA countries and the USSR increased_ 
3,2-fold, including embodied energy--4.1-fold and operating energy--2.4-fold /6, 
p 29/. In the structure of the expenditures of embodied energy the expenditures 

on the production of mineral fertilizers and pesticides increased especially 

rapidly (6.5-fold and 5-fold), in the structure of the expenditures of sperating 
energy--the expenditures of electric power (8-fold). As a whole the proportion of 

the expenditures of embodied energy in the total energy expenditures of agricul- 
ture increased during this period from 47.5 to 60.5 percent (including mineral 

fertilizers and pesticides from 18.5 to 38 percent) with the simultaneous decrease 

of the proportion of the energy expenditures of draft animals and people (from 

19.4 to 2.4 percent) and_an increase of the proportion of electric power from 4.8 
to 12.1 percent /), Pp 22/. Similar trends are alsw beginning to form in some sec- 

tors of agriculture of Cuba and Mongolia. 

the quantitative and qua,itative changes in the consumption of energy resources by 
»sriculture were accompanied during the indicated period, on the one hand, by an 
increase of the proportion of the sector in the consumption of energy by the econ- 

my as a whole and, on the other, by an increase of the power-output ratio of agri- 

cultural products. 

These trends are most noticeable in the consumption of operating energy, first of 
11] fuel, thermal energy and electric power. The consumption of these energy car- 

riers increased inagriculture of the majority of Eurcpean CEMA countries from the 
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early 1960's to the late 1970's approximately twofold more rapidly than for the na- 
tional economy as a whole, while the share of this sector in the total consumption 
of energy resources increased from 1.5-4.0 percent to 3.5-8.0 percent (including 
electric power from 1-4 percent to 4-8.5 percent). Liquid fuel (diesel fuel, gaso- 
line, fuel oil) accounts for approximately 80 percent of the expenditures of operat- 
ing energy in agriculture of the CEMA countries. As a result of this the share of 
agriculture increased especially significantly in the consumption of this type of 
fuel, having amounted to 30 percent in some countries.3 

The amount of operating energy, which is necessary for the production of a unit of 
national income in agriculture, in a number of CEMA countries with the highest 
level of development of this sector (for example, in Hungary, the GDR, the CSSR) 
during this period increased 3.5- to 4-fold, while the gap between industry and 
agriculture with respect to this indicator decreased from 11-9 times to 3-2 times 
/8, p 377; 9, p 2/. At present, for example, in Hungary 20-44 kg of energy carriers 
(in terms of petroleum) are needed to obtain 1 ton of cereals, 46-56 kg--sunflower 
seeds, 240-265 kg--alfalfa meal, 180-260 kg--pork, 400-600 kg--poultry meat 
/2, p 17/. Approximately the same level of the power-output ratio of agricultural 
products has also formed in other countries of the community. 

The indicated trends ip the consumption of energy carriers should also survive in 
the future, since given the present technical and technological level of agriculture 
in the CEMA countries an increase of the expenditures of fuel and power by not less 

than 2 percent is required for a l-percent increase of the output of products. 
Therefore, in order to achieve such an agricultural power-worker ratio, which is 

necessary to lend it an industrial nature, according to avaiiable estimates, its 
increase by the year 2000 by two- to fourfold as compared with t:he level of the 

late 1970"s will be required.4 Accordingly, the share of agriculture in the total 
consumption of fuel and energy in the CEMA countries might come to approximately 

one-fifth. Such an increase might complicate considerably the already tight fuel 

and energy balance of the countries of the community. The slowing of this growth 
will limit the possibilities of increasing agricultural production and improving 
the supply of the population of the CEMA countries with foodstuffs and industry of 

these countries with raw materials. 

Consequently, the taking of special steps, which are aimed at the increase of the 

efficiency of the use of energy resources in agriculture and the seeking of new 

types of these resources, which would make it possible to increase the power-worker 
ratio of agriculture without the worsening of the fuel and energy balance of the 
economy as a whole, is necessary. At present the urgency of a comprehensive ap- 
proach to the power supply of agriculture of the countries of the community is in- 
creasing. It should include, in our opinion, both steps of a strategic nature and 

tactical measures 

On the strategic level it is expedient to examine the questions of the amount and 

efficiency of the use of embodied energy. They can be solved, first, on the basis 
of the extensive biologization of production, which will make it possible to ensure 

the increase of the yield of agricultural crops and the productivity of animals and 
poultry, as well as to ensure the improvement of the quality of the raw materials 

being obtained without substantially increasing the machine and tractor fleet, the 
increase of the amounts of fertilizers and toxic chemicals applied, the scale of 
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reclamation and so forth.? Second, the materials-output and power-output ratio of 

the production of machines, equipment and chemicals for agriculture can be reduced 
in the corresponding sectors »f machine building and the chemical industry, con- 

struction and so on. It is necessary to launch the work in these directions now, 

although the results will have a substantial influence on the volumes of the cor- 

sumption of energy in agriculture of the CEMA countries probably no earlier than 
the year 2000. 

On the tactical level the increase of the economy of operating energy and the use 
of its nontraditiona! sources are of particular importance. It is expedient pre- 

cisely in this area, in our opinion, to focus the efforts of the CEMA countries in 
the immediate future. The main means of scientific and technical progress in this 

area have been determined. They are based on the maximum utilization of the re- 

sources available in each country and can be implemented by means of comparatively 

smail capital investments and organizational rearrangements. 

The first direction of the saving of operating energy is the decrease of its ex- 
penditures on the basis of the perfection of the structure and the improvement of 

the operation of the machine, tractor and vehicular fleet, the improvement of rural 

roads, the adoption of energy-saving technologies of soil cultivation, the improve- 

ment of the thermal conditions and insulation of barns, hothouses and other agri- 

cultural facilities, the supply of thermal enginesring equipment, the increase of 

the reliability of rural power networks and so forth. 

Great possibilities exist in this area in a number of CEMA countries. For example, 

in the USSR, according to the estimate of P. Ya. Pirkhavka (USSR), given the con- 

siderably smaller capacities of the power equipment and the level of mechanization 

the consumption of fuel per hectare of plowland is twofold greater than in the de- 

veloped capitalist countries. According to avaitable estimates, the tightening up 

of discipline in the power service of agricultural enterprises and the proper use 
of the machine and tractor fleet alone can provide in the CEMA countries a 5=- to 

7-percent saving of diesel fuel.’ The consumption of fuel for transporting agri- 
cultural cargo over hard-surface roads is one-fifth to one-third as much as over 

dirt roads, The replacenent of power-driven machines by electrifie« machines in 

the case of the cleaning and grading of grain, potatoes, flax and cotton provides 

under the conditions of the CEMA countries a saving of adjusted expenditures of 

20-25 percent, including here a significant decrease of the consumption of liquid, 

gaseous and solid fuel. 

However, given the present methods of production the choice of a type of fuel and 

energy for meeting approximately 85 percent of the needs of agriculture for energy 
carriers is rigidiy governed by the requirenents of technology. Mobile processes 

in the case of soil cultivation and the harvesting of the crop and transportation 

operations can be ensured only by the use of liquid fuel; the operation of station- 
ry equipment, lighting and illumination for production and household needs can be 
ensured only by the use of electric power; heating processes in the murtcipal and 

wusehold sector can be ensured by the use of mainly solid fuel, in part by the use 

ov. fuel oll, gas and electric power. 

[t will not be possible to decrease significantly or to change the amount and struc- 

ture of these energy expenditures without a substantial change of the technology. 

Therefore, under the conditions of the increasing cost of traditional types of fuel, 
thermal energy and electric power the CEMA countries are directing more and more 



attention to the second direction of the saving of operating fuel--the replacement 

of traditional energy carriers, which come to zgriculture from other sectors and 
are, aS a rule, unrenewable, with alternative energy resources. These new sources 
of energy are created and are regularly renewed in the process of agricultural pro- 
duction or under the influence of the effect of natural forces (the sun, the wind, 
the subsurface heat of the earth), as well as during the operation of industrial 
and pow r enterprises. 

The production technologies used in agriculture of the CEMA countries, as well as 

the comparatively low prices for traditional types of liquid, solid and gaseous 
fuel and electric power until the mid-1970's did not stimulate the search for al- 

ternative sources of energy resources. Moreover, various installations, which used 
the energy of the wind and water, the heat released by barns and so on, were elimi-- 
nated at many agricultural enterprises. Therefore, in agriculture of the majoriry 
of CEMA countries the renewable energy resources of agricultural origin, s®lar 

energy, wind power, geothermal energy and power industry waste heat now account for 

no more than 2 percent of the consumption of energy /10, p 73/. Scientific, tech- 
nical, planning and design developments on the use of alternative sources of energy 

resources in agriculture began to be launched in the CEMA countries only in the 
second half of the 1970's. 

The sources in question differ in the content of energy and the possibilities of 

its stable and economically profitable use in agriculture. However, two important 
features unite them: first, unlike traditional types of energy carriers, they are 
available in more or less sigiificant amounts in each country and, second, their 

use in addition to increasing the generation of power provides an additional eco- 

logical impact (it prevents the pollution of the environment with organic, thermal 

and other waste pri ducts and discharges, makes it possible to adopt waste-free 

technologies in agriculture and closed-loop water consumption at power plants and 

so on). 

Energy carriers of agricultural origin are the most promising type o: alternative 

energy resources. They include various types of biomass, which is formed as a by- 

product of plant growing and animal husbandrv, and also as a result of the cultiva- 
tion of agricultural crops and other plants expressly for conversion into energy. 

These resources are regularly reproduced in agriculture itself and can be collected 
comparatively simply in significant amounts. Their energy potential is quite high,® 

while their use is possible at plants, which have been fitted for traditional types 
of fuel, by their minor improvement. 

The post-harvest remnants of the main agricultural crops, manure and discharges of 

livestock «caterprises can be used for energy purposes both directly (for example, 
straw, corn stalks and so forth) and by means of conversion into various types of 

fuel (biogas, methanol and others). The amounts of such resources in the CEMA 

countries are quite large. Given the present technologies of cultivating agricul- 

tural crops, the weight of the waste products of their main types (that is, straw, 

the stalks and cobs of corn, the anthodia of sunflowers and so on) in the countries 
of the community per hectare is at least equal to the weight the grain, the oil- 

bearing seeds and so forth proper. From 15 to 50 percent of the annually formed 
plant waste is used for the production needs of agriculture (for the preparation of 
fodders, bedding for animals, the mulching of the soil and others). The remainder 
is plowed under or destroyed, although it has a considerable energy potential. 

Thus, in Bulgaria the potential of the 680,000 tons of waste products of suntiowers, 
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which are not used in production, is more than 150,000 tons of conventional fuel, 
in Hungary the potential of the 8 million tons of waste products of grain produc- 
tion, which are left in the fields, is estimated at nearly 2 million tons of petro- 

leum. The energy potential of the 100 million tons of waste products of cereal! 
and oil-bearing crops, which are annually not used in USSR agriculture, can be esti- 

mated at 25-28 million tons of conventional fuel. The complete use of the energy 

potential of these waste products would make it possible to meet three-fourths of 

the present total energy needs of agriculture of Hungary and 15 percent of the ener- 
gy needs of this sector in the USSR.9 

As a whole with the use for energy purposes of only one-third of the waste products 

of plant growing of the European CEMA countries (excluding the USSR), according to 

our estimates, it is possible to obtain energy equivalent to 5-6 million tons of 
conventional fuel. At the same time it is possible to prevent the contamination 
of the soil with organic residues, which often promote the development of diseases 

and pests of agricultural crops. 

The conversion of animal husbandry and poultry raising to an industrial basis was 

responsible in the CEMA countries for the rapid increase of the amounts of the for- 
mation of manure and discharges of livestock farms and complexes. At present up 

to 1 billion tons of manure are formed annually in the USSR, 150 million tons in the 

GDR and 100 million tons in the cssr.!9 During the next few years the bulk of them 

will be concentrated at large livestock complexes, which are becoming more ard more 
widespread in the CEMA countries.!! The increase of the amounts and concentration 

of solid and liquid waste products of animal husbandry is making the most prevalent 
systems of their disposal and use (application to the soil without preliminary 

treatment) unacceptable from both an economic and an ecological standpoint. 

The supply of livestock enterprises with special fermentation units makes it pos- 

sible to solve the energy and ecclogical problems in combination, ensuring the con- 
version of the solid and liquid manure fractions into a valuable fuel--biogas 
(which is 60-70 percent methane),!2 protein fodder compound and nontoxic, storable 

and transportable organic ferti! izer, 13 

In the European CEMA countries, as experiments attest, the equipment with fermenta- 
tion units is already being repaid fer the farms, at which not less than 100 large- 

horned cattle are kept, while for fattening enterprises for 1,000-2,000 head of 

livestock their use ensures a normal profitability. Practice has shown the great 

ffectiveness of the use of such units. For example, in the CSSR the units, which 

srocess 50 tons of manure a day, provide energy which is equivalent to 290 kwh of 

electric vower./? In Poland the processing of the manure from a hog farm with a 

capacity of 1,000 head provides in e year an amount of hiogas, which is equivalent 

in calorific value to 20 tons of gasoline. In Poland 16 larg: plants for the pro- 

luction of biogas are being built, and the production cost of | m3 of gas is only 

1.5 zloty, that is, it will be less than the unit expenditures on imported natural 

A plant for obtaining biogas for a farm for 3,200 cows is being developed. 

complete conversion into biogas of the manure, which is formed at the farms of 

‘he public sector of Hungary, would make it possible to meet 16 percent of the cur- 

rent total needs of agriculture of the country for energy. 

\s a whole the complete conversion cf the waste products of animal husbandry into 
biogas, the obtaining of which is now already profitable, in the European countries 
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of the community could provide energy equivalent to 3-4 million tons of conven- 

tional fuel a year. 

An advantage of biogas is the fact that it can be transported through the existing 
network of gas pipelines, can be used at heat engineering, drying and other plants, 

which run on natural gas, and, if necessary, can be converted into various types of 

liquid fuel. However, in the CEMA countries the necessary equipment is virtually 
not being produced and a number of them (for example, Hungary, Poland) are forced 
to cooperate in this area with western firms. 

In recent years a new direction of obtaining energy resources in agriculture--the 

special cultivation of plants of high energy value--has formed in a number of coun- 
tries of the world. First of all there is the cultivation of a number of agricul- 
tural crops (sugar cane and beets, manioc and other tubers, sunflowers, feed 
grasses and so on) for the obtaining from them of ethanol and methanol, which are 
used as additives to the liquid fuel which is used in agriculture and other sec- 
tors.!5 The use of these mixtures provides a combined energy-ecological impact, 
Simultaneously decreasing the needs for gasoline for motor transport and reducing 
the pollution of the environment with exhaust gases. 

In the CEMA countries the production of liquid fuel from sugar cane is possible in 

practice only in Cuba and Vietnam. Therefore, the conversion into ethanol and 

methanol of the basic agricultural crops of the temperate zone (for example, sugar 

beets) or special herbaceous and ligneous plants is of great interest. The corre- 
sponding plane are being advanced in a number of countries of Europe. !6 

According to the estimate of specialists of Yugoslavia, on the basis of the change- 

over of all the passenger cars in the country to a fuel mixture containing 20 per- 
cent alconol made from sugar beets and molasses, it is possible to save 1 million 

tons of petroleum a year. The GDR and the CSSR could obtain approximately the same 

saving by the addition of alcohol to motor fuel. On the condition of the use of 
specially purified gasoline the addition to it of 20 percent methanol would not 
require the conversion of the automotive engines used in the CEMA countries. 

Plans of cultivating for energy purposes plants which are not used in agriculture 
are being advanced in a number of countries. For example, in the United States a 

plan has been elaborated to establish by the late 1990's near the Pacific coast 
"sea farms” with an area of about 40,000 hectares for the cultivation of seaweed 
for the purpose of its conversion into methane.!? In the future such farms could 
be established along the coast of Cuba and Vietnam. 

The possibilities of cultivating plants of the class "“euphorbia,” the juice of which 
contains hydrocarbons similar to petroleum hydrocarbons, are being studied in a num- 
ber of countries. The possibilities of using for energy purposes a widespread 
weed--spurge, which has similar properties--are being studied in the ussr. 18 
It is possible to use the hydrocarbon raw materials obtained from plants as a fuel 

at electric power stations or to convert it into methanol for use in the chemical 
industry and transport. According to some estimates, hydrocarbon fuel of plant 

origin may cost one-half as much or less than petroleum fuel /3, p 125/. 

A new sector of agriculture: the production of energy timber on special planta- 

tions, is beginning to be developed in primarily the northern capitalist countries 

(Norway, Finland, Sweden, Canada). This is half as expensive as the treditioral 
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procurement for these purposes of scrap wood and noncommercial timber. Types of 
plants, which yield fast-growing energy timber (various species of willow, osier, 
popular), have already been bred, the technology and equipment of their cultivation 
and conversion into wood briquets, which in calorific value are not inferior to 

coal briquets, into a powder for use as boiler fuel and into methanol for adding 
to liquid fuel have been developed. According to the estimate of Finnish scien- 

tists, by 2000 Finland will have 550,000 hectares of willow plantings, the output 
of which will make it possible to save about 2 million tons of petroleum a year. 

The use for energy plantations of ail the land unsuitable for conducting agricul- 
ture (swamps, peat bogs, rocky sections) in Norway and Sweden would make it pos- 

sible to obtain an amount of wood, which is sufficient to reet half of the needs of 
these countries for petroleum. 

Similar plans could be implemented in some regions of the CEMA countries (for 
example, in the alpine and piedmont areas of Poland, Romania and the CSSR, in a 

number of regions of the USSR, in the Danube River regions of Bulgaria and Ro- 
mania). Plants for the conversion of fast-growing species of tropical plants into 

fuel could be developed for Cuba and Vietnam. 19 

As a whole the cultivationot special plants would enable the European CEMA countries 
in the 1990's to obtain an additional 1-2 million tons of conventional fuel. 

With allowance made for timber resources, on the basis of the improvement of the 

gathering and conversion for energy purposes of the waste products of plant growing 
and animal husbandry the European CEMA countries in the future (in the 1990's) 
could annually obtain energy equivalent to 10-13 million tons of conventional fuel. 

The use of natural energy (solar, wind, geothermal), as well as the waste and 
low-potential heat from industrial and power enterprises is the second major re- 
serve of the increase of the power supply of agriculture. The merit of these types 
of energy is the relative inexpensiveness of their assimilation and use, the short- 

coming is the territorially limited group of users, which includes nearby enter- 
prises, and, in a number of cases, the inadequate stability of the power supply. 

The use of solar energy, which, in spite of its low intensity, is economically ef- 
ficient to 56° N, that is, on practically the entire territory of the European CEMA 

countries for 180 davs a year (from April to October), is the most practicable. 
According to available estimates, from l m2 of solar arrays on the average in the 
northern group of CEMA countries it is possible to obtain energy equivalent to 

2-2.5 kWh of electric power a day, while in the southern group--up to 3.5 kWh. 

Studies on the development of thermodynamic solar electric power stations (a por- 

tion of the power of which will also be used in agriculture), water-lifting and 
other solar stations are being carried out in a number of CEMA countries with al- 
Lowance made for the available reserves of solar radiation.?! However, special 
tudies on the use of solar energy in agriculture are being conducted on a limited 
scale. Im the majority of CEMA countries the production of the solar power units 
suitable for this sector has net been set up, economical designs of heat, water- 
i°cing and other units have not been developed. The solar power plants, which 

nave been built by the forces of individual agricultural enterprises and scientific 
institutions, for example, in the USSR, the CSSR and Romania, are used mainly for 
the heating of water for the needs of animal husbandry. 22 They are of low capacity 

ind are relatively expensive. 
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At the same time practice shows that the use of such plants in regions with high 
solar radiation can be very efficient. The construction of 675,000 m? of solar ar- 
rays, which generate power equivalent to 175,000 tons of conventional fuel, is en- 
visaged in the CSSR by 1990. The construction of solar thermoelectric and photo- 

electric power plants is also planned in a number of other European CEMA countries 
(for example, Bulgaria, Hungary, Romania, the USSR). Given the present methods of 
converting solar energy into thermal energy and electric power, it is possible to 
expect the receipt from these plants in the 1990's of energy equivalent to 
0.6-1.1 million tons of conventional fuel. Taking into account that the needs of 

agriculture, especially in desert and mountainous regions, can be met by means of 
comparatively small and inexpensive plants, the design of which has already been 
developec, at least 0.3-0.6 million tons of conventional fuel of this energy could 
be used in it. A major program on the development of solar power engineering, 
first of all for the needs of nomadic animal husbandry and hothouse vegetable grow- 
ing, is being implemented ia Mongolia, on half of the territory of which the use of 
solar energy is efficient. 

The CEMA countries have considerable wind power resources. The use of windmills 

pays for itself with an average annual wind velocity of 5 m/sec, while the optimum 

conditions for their operation arm created with a velocity of 7-10 m/sec. Accord- 
ing to the data of P. Bagudin, such conditions exist, in particular, in the coastal 
regions of Bulgaria, the GDR, Poland and Romania. In 65 regions of the USSR the 
wind velocity achieves 6 m/sec. During 1973-1575 wind-powered pump and generating 
units were installed at the kolkhozes and sovkhozes of a number of regions of the 
USSR. In spite of the design flaws, they operated quite efficiently? and ensured 
the service of some rural territories for 300 days a year. At present the designs 
of windmills with a capacity of 4 to 100 kW are being developed in the ussR. 24 
Their power is sufficient for the economical servicing of the pumping stations in 
pastures, in irrigation and draining systems, for the supply of electric power to 

rural settlements of average size, the heating of water for the needs of large 
livestock farms and so on. 

Extensive opportunities for the use of windmills exist in the majority of European 

CEMA countries, in Cuba and Vietnam. It is especially efficient under the condi- 
tion of Mongolia, where the creation of a branched network of rural power networks 

is impossible, while the supply of the pasture corrals of livestock breeders with 

solid and liquid fuel requires great expenditures. The operation of windmills is 
possible on half the territory of Mongolia. According to some estimates, it is 

possible in the near future to increase the total capaci.y of the windmills in the 

USSR to 800,000-850,000 kW, which will make it possible to save 1.5-2 million tons 
of conventional fuel. With the construction of combined wind-powered and pumped 
storage stations this saving might increase by three- to fourfold /4/, Since agri- 
culture of the CEMA countries is one of the most promising sectors for the develop- 

ment of wind power technology, it is possible to anticipate that in the 1990's it 
will save by the use of the energy of the wind 1-1.5 million tons of conventional 

fuel. 

In a number of regions of the CEMA countries the great potentials for meeting the 
needs of agriculture for energy are connected with the use of the subsurface heat 

of the earth, first of all geothermal waters. In the USSR the reserves of geother- 

mal heat are estimated at 50 million tons of conventional fuei, in the CSSR--3 mil- 
lion tons of conventional fuel. In Hungary the geothermal reserves of energy ex- 
ceed the total energy value of all the reserves of coal, petroleum and pas in the 
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country. In agriculture of Bulgaria, Hungary, the USSR and the CSSR geothermal 
waters are used mainly for the heating of hothouses and the central heating of 
livestock farms. Given the prevailing technologies, the scale of this use is lim- 
ited, since high-temperature, but low-mineralized waters are required for agricul- 
tural purposes. 72> Therefore in Bulgaria for the present only 6 percent of the ther- 
mal waters are used in hothouse production, in Hungary (in various sectors of agri- 
culture) 7 percent and so on.26 

In Hungary 4-6 percent of the area of hothouses under polymeric film is heated by 
thermal waters. In the future this proportion will increase. 

A plan of the use up to 1990 of geothermal waters by the five main consuming sec- 

tors, including agriculture, has been adopted in Hungary. In Bulgaria the program 
of the construction of hothouses on the basis of geothermal sources should provide 
by 1985 a saving cf 35,000-40,000 tons of liquid fuel per heating season. 

The designing and construction of hothouse combines with geothermal heat supply with 

a total area of about 200 hectares are being carried out in the USSR. Their place- 
ment into operation will make it possible to save from 500 million m2 to 1.5 bil- 
lion m of natural gas a year (0.5-1.5 million tons of conventional fuel). After 

the development of the heat engineering equipment, which makes it possible to 
use highly mineralized and corrosive thermal waters, the area of such hothouses can 
be increased to 500 hectares, while the saving of gas can be doubled. The develop- 
ment of equipment for the use of medium-temperature geothermal waters will make it 

possible to increase these hothouse areas in the USSR to 1,000 hectares /5, p 20/. 
Other means of using geothermal waters, particularly for heating the soil, are also 
being developed. 28 

As a whole the maximum use of geothermal water supply in agriculture of the European 
CEMA countries could provide energy which is equivalent to 2.0-2.5 million tons of 

conventional fuel a year. The realizatio. of this cotential depends on the supply 
of the necessary equipment, which is almost not being produced in the countries of 
the community. 

The low-potential heat of industrial enterprises, thermal and nuclear electric power 
stations and main gas pipelines is an important source of the power supply of agri- 
culture. The exhaust heat of industrial and power plants is estimated at present 
in the USSR at 100 million tons of conventional fuel, in the GDR--12 million tons, 
in Poland--7 million tons and in the CSSR--4 million tons. In the next decade, as 
the specialists of these countries believe, the amount of this resource will double. 

At the same time, 60 percent of the exhaust heat of industrial plants can be reused 
in technological processes. Many enterprises of the CEMA countries have already 

been fitted with the appropriate equipment. In this connection this type of heat 
can be used in agriculture on a limited scale, for example, at plant subsidiary 
farms (hothouses, fattening farms and so forth),29 first of all in regions with 
insufficiently developed agricultural producticn. 

The prospects of the agricultural use of the heat of gas compressor stations of 
main gas pipelines are more favorable. As the studies conducted in CEMA countries 

showed, it is most prefereable to direct it for the heating of hothouses and ware- 
houses, poultry factories and others, the drying of grain and potatoes and the pre- 
paration of fodders. According to some estimates, this can provide a saving of 
fuel of 10 to 50 percent. In the CSSR a special law has been passed, which calls 
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for the obligatory use of the waste heat from the transit gas pipeline in agricul- 
ture. The construction of 80 hectares of glass hothouses and 10 hectares of film 
hothouses, 15 grain drvers and 2 warehouses with an artificial climate is planned 
on this basis in the country before 1985. This will make it possible to use 7.5 per- 
cent of the energy of waste heat, to obtain an additional 8,000-10,000 tons of early 
vegetables and to save about 200,000 tons of conventional fuel in the form of fuel 
oil or natural gas. The use of the waste heat of the gas pipeline for heating the 
soil in hothouses, in the opinion of some Czechoslovak economists, is even more ef- 
ficient. In this case the possible degree of its use increases to 75 percent, 
while the area of hothouses increases to 750 hectares. In the USSR on this basis, 

according to the estimate of L. Pozdnyakov, it is possible to carry out the heat 
supply of hothouses with a total area of about 400 hectares. The inadequate pro- 
duction of fittings for heating stations, heat exchangers and automatic equipment 
for  _emperature regulation serves as an obstacle. For the present in the USSR only 
a few hectares of such hothouses are being used. In the future it is planned to 
build subsidiary agricultural installations at all the large gas compressor stations 
in the USSR, especially in the regions of new development. 

A portion of the waste heat of main gas pipelines can be used for the generation of 
electric power with its subsequent use in agriculture. Thus, a unit developed in 
the CSSR for the conversion of thermal energy into electric power makes it possible 
in a year to obtain, given the present capacity of the gas pipeline, 61 million kWh 
of electric power, that is, 2 percent of the electric power now being consumed in 
agriculture of the CSSR.31 

The use of the waste heat of thermal and nuclear electric power stations is also 

very promising. Along with a large economy of energy expenditures in agriculture 
this makes it pessible to prevent the pollution of the environment with waste heat 
without the construction of expensive cooling systems, to ensure closed-circuit 
water use at these electric power stations and others. The reserves of waste heat 

energy of thermal and nuclear electric power stations in the CEMA countries are 

quite significant. In Hungary, for example, they are now equivalent to 1 million 

tons of petroleum. 

These wastes can be used for the heating of hothouses and barns, the irrigation and 

heating of soil with thermal waters, the creation of thermal fish ponds and various 

combinations of these facilities. Thus, in the CSSR a design has been developed, 

in accordance with which the waste heat of one block of the nuclear electric power 

Station with a capacity of 440,009 kW will ensure the heating of hothouses with an 
area of 16 hectares. With such use of waste heat it is possible to obtain an addi- 
tional 15,000-20,000 tons of early vegetables. In the USSR, according to the esti- 
mate of L. Pozdnyakov, the use of the heat of nuclear electric power stations and 
nuclear boiler houses will make it possible to carry out the central heating of hot- 
houses with an area of about 650 hectares. The program of the designing and con- 

struction of hothouses with an area of 450 hectares is already being carried out. 
It will make it possible to save annually about 2-2.3 million tons of conventional 
fuel. The use of the waste heat of thermal electric power stations and nuclear 
electric power stations can also provide a significant economic impact in commer- 

cial fish breeding. 32 

The combined use of the waste heat of nuclear electric power stations is also en- 
visaged ir the CEMA countries. For example, at the nuclear electric power station 

in Northern Moravia (the CSSR) it is planned to build an agricultural complex which 
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includes hothouses, a soil heating system, intensive gardens with an antifrost sys- 
tem, a hog farm for 30,000 head, a poultry factory for 1.5 million head, refrigera- 
tors, fish ponds and a number of other facilities. 

The involvement of the examined types of energy in the fuel and power balance of 

agriculture requires certain capital investments. However, as the calculations of 
specialists of the CEMA countries show, with a payback period of 7-12 years they 
are comparable to or less than the capital investments necessary for the implementa- 
tion of programs of the saving of traditional energy resources in agriculture, as 

well as for the increase of the production of fossil fuel or the payment for the 
increase of its imports. In the CSSR, for example, the costs for obtaining 
1,000 kW of energy by the conversion of the waste heat of the transit gas pipeline 
come to 5,300 korunas, which is half as much as the production cost of electric 
power generated at coal-burning electric power stations of the country, while the 
price of 1 gigacalorie of waste heat used in agriculture (17-27 korunas) is one- 
tenth of the cost of the heat generated by the traditional method. The expendi- 
tures on the building of 1 m* of collectors of solar arrays (including all the ap- 
propriate equipment) in the CSSR come to 2,500-3,600 korunas and will pay for them 
selves in 7-13 years.33 The capital investments in the construction of hothouse 
complexes on the basis of thermal waters under the conditions of Bulgaria will pay 
for themselves in 6-7 years, which is considered quite effective in connection with 

the increase of the prices for liquid fuel. 

According to the estimates of Hungarian specialists, the expenditures when using 
geothermal waters for the warming of water and the heating of barns are 50-70 per- 
cent less than when using conventional types of energy. The expenditures on the 

furnishing of the energy of geothermal waters for the heating of hothouses are 

80 percent less than on the transportation of liquid or gaseous fuel. 

Large state farms and cooperatives can make these expenditures by means of their 
own assets. In necessary instances interfarm associations for the use of solar 

energy, wind power and geothermal energy can be set up. Enterprises for the con- 
version of the waste products of plant growing and animal husbandry for energy pur- 

poses can also be set up on an interfarm basis. 

The use of the waste heat of industrial and power installations requires large one- 
time outlays, and, although the capital investments pay for themselves in 4-5 years, 
they are beyond the power of agricultural enterprises and even their associations. 
For example, according to the estimates of scientists of the CSSR, the additional 

expenditures on the agricultural use of the waste heat of one block of a nuclear 
electric power stations with a capacity of 440,000 kW come to § rillion korunas, 
which is approximately equal to 40 percent of the average annual capital invest- 
ments in agriculture of the country. At the same time the expenditures on the 
creation of an agricultural complex at the nuclear electric power station in North- 
ern Moravia will come to 20 percent of the expenditures on the construction of the 
station, which is less than the expenditures on the building of special cooling 
systems. Consequently, such capital investments are effective not only for agri- 
culture, but also for power engineering and industry. It is expedient to make 
them at the expense of the assets allocated by industrial enterprises for the cre- 
ation of subsidiary farms or by the pooling of the assets of the state organs which 

are in charge of agriculture and power engineering. 
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In recent years the questions of the use of alternative energy resources in agri- 

culture have occupied a greater and greater place in the agrarian policy of CEMA 
countries, for example, Bulgaria, Hungary, the GDR and Romania. In the CSSR by 

1990 it is proposed to meet 10 percent of the needs of the sector for energy by 

means of such energy resources. The Basic Directions of USSR Economic and Social 
Development for 1981-1985 and the Period to 1990 envisage the increase of the use 
of these resources in agriculture, first of all in hothouse production and fish 
breeding /1/. In the future the steps on alternative energy supply will turn into 

an obligatory component of the development of national agro-industrial complexes. 

At the same time these questions cannot be solved only within the agro-industrial 
complex, since the power sectors proper and the sectors of power machine building 
do not belong to it. The coordination of the technological policy of three large 
complexes (agro-industrial, fuel and power and machine building) and the appropri- 
ate coordination of the programs of their development in each country are necessary 
for the large-scale and efficient use of alternative energy resources in agricul- 

ture. So far the lack of such coordination has limited substantially the use of al- 
ternative energy resources in Bulgaria, Hungary, the USSR and other CEMA countries. 

The cooperation of the CEMA countries can and should become an important factor of 

the intensification of the use of alternative sources of energy resources in agri- 
culture and fish breeding. For example, the sharing of experience in questions of 
the replacement of high quality types of fuel with electric power in agriculture 
and forestry has begun in the past 2-3 years alone within the CEMA Permanent Com- 

mission for Agriculture. 34 

The scientific and technical cooperation in the use of straw and other byproducts 
of plant growing for obtaining thermal energy, liquid manure for obtaining biogas, 
geothermal energy for drying products and heating, wind power and solar energy 

has been limited, for the most part, to the exchange of information. 

The Coordinating Center for the development of new efficient methods of the con- 

version of solar, chemical and geothermal energy and wind power into electric power 
and thermal and mechanical energy and the development on this basis of economical 
devices and units has been operating within CEMA since 1978. However, the specific 
nature of agriculture is not being taken completely enough into account in the work 

of the center. Multilateral production and economic cooperation on the use of al- 
ternative energy resources in agriculture has not been set up. The bilateral sci- 
entific, technical, production and trade relations of the CEMA countries in this 

area so far are also poorly developed. 

In the future these questions should be solved in combination, having included the 

corresponding measures in the multilateral long-term goal programs of cooperation 
on energy, fuel and raw materials, on agriculture and the food industry, as well as 

bilateral programs of the specialization and cooperation of the CEMA countries. 
These measures can cover the development of technologies of the use of alternative 
sources of energy resources in agriculture, the determination of the technical and 

economic parameters of the corresponding equipment and the identification of the 
need for it and so on. Plans of subsidiary agricultural complexes for power facili- 
ties which are being built jointly, as well as plans of power plants using alterna- 
tive energy resources for the programs being implemented jointly in agriculture and 
the food industry (for example, at the sugar and citrus agricultural complexes of 
Cuba, the fodder and livestock complex in Mongolia) should be drawn up. Cooperation 
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in the development and production (on the basis of specialization and cooperation) 
of the necessary equipment could be envisaged in the machine building long-term 
goal program of cooperation. 

For the intensification of scientific and technical ties it is expedient to take 

into account to a greater extent the needs of agriculture for a coordinating center 

for the development of new methods of converting energy or to set up a special co- 

ordinating center for questions of the use of alternative energy resources in agri- 
culture. In the future it can be turned into an international nongovernmental 
organization for nontraditional sources of energy for agriculture. 

The problem of the use of alternative fuel and energy resources in agriculture by 
its nature and potential results is an intersectorial problem, it involves a number 

of large national economic complexes, first of all the fuel and power complex and 
the agro-industrial complex. The methods of solving this problem also can be only 
comprehensive methods which require the involvement of the sectors of both these 
Structures. At the same time the coordination of the national and collective ef- 
forts of the CEMA countries in this area can make a significant contribution to the 

balanced solution of the key socioeconomic problems of the community--the energy, 
food and ecological problems. 

FOOTNOTES 

l. According to an estimate of the FAO by 2000 by means of the use of these re- 
sources it would be possible to meet 10 percent of the needs of European agri- 

culture for energy. 

2. Thus, as compared with the early 1970's the prices for petroleum on the world 
markets have increased more than 10-fold, while the prices for agricultural 
products have increased only 2-fold. The amount of petroleum, which can be 
purchased for 1 ton of grain, has decreased during these years to one-fourth to 

one-fifth. 

3. In Bulgarian agriculture during 1971-1975 approximately 8 million tons of gaso- 
line and diesel fuel were consumed, while in Hungary in 1978 the consumption of 
fuel oil and diesel fuel in the sector exceeded 1.4 million tons. 

4. The energy expenditures at modern livestock and hothouse complexes are especial- 
ly large. Thus, the Yuzhnyy Hothouse Combine with an area of 108 hectares of 
enclosed ground, which is being built in the Northern Caucasus, has a boiler 
house which is sufficient for heating a city with a population of 400,000, a 
special gas pipeline and electric power transmission line have been laid to it. 

5. According to the estimate of Hungarian scientists, by means of controlled breed- 

ing it is possible to reduce the present need of plant growing for mineral fer- 

tilizers by 10-20 percent. 

6. Proposals on the stabilization and even the expansion of the use of live draft 
power in agriculture of the CEMA countries are being advanced. At a number of 
agricultural enterprises of the USSR it is considered expedient to use horses 
extensively for hauling small loads, for tilling small plots of land and so 
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forth. This makes it possible to release tractors and motor vehicles for more 

major operations and to save considerable assets, including for fuel. Horses 

are employed at the farm 250-260 days a year, while the expenditures per horse- 
day are 1.2 rubles as against 25 rubles per tractor-day. 

In Hungary by means of the thrifty use of fuel and lubricants and the dissemina- 
tion of efficient methods of managing the farm (the tilling of land with light- 
weight plows, the storage of corn without drying and others) during 1978-1980 

the consumption of liquid fuel in agriculture decreased by 10 percent with an 
increase of the output of the agrarian sector by 20 percent. 

Thus, in the United States the postharvest remnants of agricultural crops and 

the waste products of animal husbandry contain more energy than American agri- 
culture now consumes. In Hungary the energy contained in the byproducts and 
waste products of agriculture is equivalent to 95 percent of the present total 

energy needs of the sector. 

In the main grain region of Yugoslavia (Vojvodina) it is proposed to meet about 
half of the energy needs of agriculture by means of the waste products of plant 
growing. 

French specialists believe that in energy value 100 million tons of manure are 
equivalent to 1.5 million tons of petroleum. In Austria it is proposed to 
meet about 5 percent of the total consumption of energy by means of biogas. 

Thus, in the USSR in 1978 166 hog complexes with a capacity of 24,000 to 
108,000 head were in operation; similar complexes with a capacity of 10,000 to 
100,000 head are being built in the GDR, Poland and the CSSR. 

According to the data of P. Bagudin (USSR), the calorific value of biogas is 
5, 000-7 ,000 kilocalories/m, while after the removal of carbon dioxide from 

it, it is 8,000 kilocalories/m3. 

The use of this fertilizer makes it possible to increase the yield of agricul- 

ture crops by 15-20 percent. 

The productivity of the plant for the conversion of manure at the hog raising 
farm in the region of Trsebon (CSSR) is 3,000-4,000 m3 of biogas a day. 

In Brazil in 1978 such fuel mixtures were used in 15 percent of the motor ve- 
hicles, by 1985 this proportion will come to 45 percent. In the United States 
in 1979 their use came to 300,000-380,000 liters. 

Thus, in France it is proposed to allot 30,000 hectares of planting of sugar 

beets for their conversion into natural ethanol, which will make it possible 
to give up the importing of petroleum, which is used for obtaining synthetic 

ethanol (120,000 tons a year). 

It is believed that it is possible to obtain from 1,000 hectares of seaweed 

methane which is equivalent in calorific value to 10,000 tons of petroleum a 
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According to the estimates of U.S. scientists, it is possible to obtain from 
| hectare of plantings of spurge from 4,000 to 20,000 liters of juice a year. 

Such plants are already being designed in France for Latin American countries. 

This is enough to heat 40-50 liters of water to a temperature of 40-50° C. 

For example, solar power plants for supplying hot water and drying agricultural 
products are in operation in the USSR. Photoelectric water-lifting plants have 
been installed in three cities. 

In the CSSR such plants are found at 200 of the 1,747 cooperatives. 

A wind-powered pumping station with a capacity of 1-2 kW daily provides water 
to 2,000 sheep or 300 cows. Under the conditions of the steppe regions of the 
USSR such stations save annually up to 1,500 tons of gasoline and pay for i hem- 

selves in 2 years. 

Windmills with a capacity of 18-30 kW, which operate in combination with a 
diesel generator, make it possible to save up to 75 percent of the diesel fuel. 

In the USSR, for example, only about 3 percent of the reserves of geothermal 

waters meet these conditions. 

Nevertheless Hungary holds one of the leading places in the world in their 

agricultural use. Of the 545 geothermal sources active in Hungary, 80 are used 
for heating hothouses with a total area of 170 hectares and 30 livestock farms. 

A new type of hothouse with a geothermal water screen, in which the expendi- 

tures on the heating of 1 m@ come to only 4 percent of the expenditures at hot- 

houses running on fuel oil, in particular, has been developed. 

In the USSR, for example, a unit has been developed for heating fruit trees 

in winter with geothermal waters. 

Nevertheless, experience in the efficiant agricultural use of this heat exists 
in a number of CEMA countries (the GDR, the USSR, the CSSR). Thus, in the re- 
gion of Merseburg (GDR) hotbeds with an area of 4.5 hectares operatc cx the 
basis of the waste heat from a local chemical plant. 

Thus, according to the estimate of V. Boyev (USSR), the inexpensive waste heat 
of industrial enterprises in the zone of the Baykal-Amur Railway Line will make 
it possible to set up an efficient hothouse system, which exceeds the average 
union level in the production of output per resident. 

With the increase of the transit deliveries of Soviet gas by 1990 the genera- 
tion of electric power could reach in the CSSR 150-200 million kWh a year. 

In the CSSR at experimental ponds with the heating of the water to 43° they 
obtained from 1 hectare of surface of the pond up to 30 tons of fish, while in 

the control ponds they obtained not more than 1.5 tons. According to the esti- 
mates of specialists of the USSR, the productivity of a unit of area of the 
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fish ponds in the cooling ponds of thermal electric power stations is 1,500- 
told greater than in conventional ponds. 

33. Thus, the expenditures on the construction of 70 m2 of solar arrays at one of 
the cooperatives of the CSSR were 120,000 korunas. 

34. In this connection the agrotechnical requirements for electric- and heat- 
retaining dryers for grain, tobacco and others are being elaborated. 
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TRADE WITH LNDUSTRIALIZEL COUNTRIES 

USSR COOPERATION WITH INDUSTRIALIZED CAPITALIST COUNTRIES ON COMPENSATION BASIS 

East Berlin AW-DDR-AUSSENWIRTSCHAFT in German 6 Jan 82 p 6 

/Reprinted from AUSSENHANDEL UdSSR, Nov 81/ 

/Text/ In the past five-year plan period new types of long-range cooperation, in- 
cluding compensation agreements, experienced a significant development in the 
Soviet Union's foreign trade relations with capitalist industrial countries. The 

foundation in terms of contract law was provided by the corresponding long-term 

government treaties and programs on economi., industrial and scientific-technologi- 
cal cooperation, concluded in recent years between the Soviet Union and these coun- 
tries. 

Cooperation on compensation terms is also pursued by Soviet organizations together 
with firms in various capitalist countries wherc, for the time being, no long-term 

government treaties ond programs are being negotiated, but where business circles 
have expressed their readiness to enter long-range and stable economic relations on 

the basis of equality and reciprocal profit. 

Even at the beginning of the Tenth Five-Year Plan some industrial projects in the 
Soviet Union had been constructed on a compensation basis. They included, for ex- 
ample, the gas pipeline for the export of natural gas to Austria, the FRG, Italy 
and France. A few enterprises of forestry and the lumber processing industry also 
had been equipped by way of imports. 

The years of the Tenth Five-Year Plan witnessed a steady rise in the volume of com- 
pleted and negotiated projects involving cooperation on a compensation basis. Con- 
siderable expansion was recorded in business relations between the organizations of 
the Ministry for Foreign Trade, the industrial ministries and state agencies of the 
USSR on the one hand and firms in capitalist countries on the other. Cooperation 
on a compensation basis proceeds with regard to geological prospecting for oil and 
natural gas. It extends to projects in the chemical, coal, wood pulp and paper, 
light and food industries, to ferrous and nonferrous metallurgy and the construction 
industry. 

As regards relations on a compensation basis with capitalist industrial countries, 
these are concerned in fact with the implementation of a long-range multipurpose 
industrial and economic program involving Soviet organizations as well as firms ard 
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banks in the capitalist countries. Each program (agreement) deals with the con- 
struction of new production capacities in the USSR and the delivery of the products 

manufactured to meet the internal needs of the USSR and for export. 

Important Projects Completed--Others in Preparation 

After construction on a compensation basis in the Soviet Union, major production 
capacities in industrial enterprises began operations in 1976-1980. One of the 
most significant projects was the construction of a chemical complex in the Soviet 
Union, set up on the basis of an agreement with Occidental Petroleum Corporation 

(U.S.) and with the involvement of French, Japanese, Italian and FRC firms. Pay- 
ment is made by way of deliveries of chemical products. As per this agreement in- 
dustrial plants were constructed in Gorlovka, Odessa and Togliatti for the manu- 
facture and storage of ammonia and urea. Helped by imported equipment, facilities 
for the storage, handling and shipment of chemical products were constructed in the 
ports of Ventspils and Odessa. Also part of this project is the ammonia pipeline 
Tog lLiatti-Gor lovka-Odessa with a total length of 2,500 km. It will be equipped 
with an automated .low system, modern remote controls involving the use of EDP 
facilities. The projected throughput of the ammonia pipeline is 2.5 million tons of 
ammonia per annum. This will enable a large agricultural area in the European part 
of the country to be supplied with valuable and concentrated nitrogen fertilizer. 
The fertilizer will have a nutritional content of more than 80 percent. Fifteen 

major pumping and 30 distributor stations will be constructed along the ammonia 
pipeline. The complex for the storage and loading of liquid ammonia built in the 
port of Odessa allows the transportation of this product for exports by means of 
special ammonia tankers with a capacity of up to 50,000 tons. The first stage of 
the ammonia pipeline is already in service. 

In the course of the Tenth Five-Year Plan many other chemical plants were construct- 
ed in the Soviet Union on a compensation basis. Manufactured in them are high- 
pressure and low-pressure polyethylene, caustic soda, acrylic acid nitrite, 
phthalic anhydride, dimethyl terephthalate, freon, polyester fibers, polyvinyl- 
chloride, styrene, polystyrene and caprolactam. Some of these products had not 
been part of the Soviet production program before. The manufacture of acrylic acid 
nitrite, for example, has only beg.r now. It is used in the production of the 
“Nitron" synthetic fibers, and these, in turn, are used in the textile industry. 

In addition to chemical products, the plants constructed on a compensation basis 
also turn out natural gas, alumina and bleached wood pulp. The output of the com 
pensation projects taken into service provided a significant contribution to the 

further development of the economy and also enjoyed a stable demand on the world 
market. Some compensation projects constructed in the Tenth Five-Year Plan are be- 
ginning operations in the current five-year plan period. Several, and they include 
the largest ones, will not achieve their final projected output until the next 
five-year plan period. 

The start of services on the Laykal-Amur railroad line (construction began in the 
Tenth Five-Year Plan period) will provide major opportunities for the comprehensive 
development of natural resources in Siberia and the Far East, especially the catch- 

ment area of the railroad. Among the largest projects constructed in that catchmert 



area of the BAM /Baykal-Amur Railroad Construction Project/ is the South Yakutian 
coal complex. Some of the equipment was purchased in Japan and other countries on 
@ compensation basis. Under construction toward the end of the Tenth Five-Year 
Plan were some major projects for the chemical industry involving a compensation 
basis; they include plants for the production of paraxylene and orthoxylene in Omsk 

and Ufa, methanol in Tomsk and Gubakha, polyethylene-terephthalate in Mogilyov and 
dispersed dyes in Tambov. 

In the course of the Tenth Five-Year Plan period some kinds of construction equip- 
ment, control and measuring devices, EDP facilities, geological exploration and 
drilling equipment, large-diameter pipes, forklift trucks and other equipment and 

materials were imported for projects constructed on a basis of bilateral and mlti- 
lateral compensation. These include the Sakhalin project for oil and natural gas 
production, gas pipelines, the Yakutian natural gas project, the Nikolaev alumina 

plant and the Ust-llimsk lumber industry complex. 

Completion of the construction of some compensation projects in the Tenth Five-Year 
Plan in fact amounted to the transition of cooperation to a second stage, the supply 

of finished goods to the Soviet economy as well as the satisfaction of those obli- 

gations incurred by the Soviet side as a result of the conciusion of long-range 
agreements and contracts regarding goods exports. 

In the past five-year plan period some 18 Soviet foreign trade associations were 
involved in purchases of equipment and materials for compensation projects. The 
largest percentage of imports for compensation projects (more than 60 percent) was 

handled by the V/O Tekhmashimport, because it involved machines, equipment and 
licenses. The V/O's Metallurgimport, Prommashimpor* and Avtoeksport accounted for 

12 percent, 9 percent and 6 percent respectively. ‘.e major exporters of goods 
delivered on a compensation basis are the foreign trade associations V/0 Soyuzgaz- 
eksport, V/O Soyuzkhimeksport and V/O Eksportles. As more compensation projects 

begin operations in the processing industries, other foreign trade associations 
will also become involved in deliveries of export goods. 

In the years of the Tenth Five-Year Plan, especially 1980, active negotiations were 
under way to develop new areas for possible cooperation with capitalist firms on a 
compensation basis. New long-term and major agreements and contracts were con- 
cluded. Negotiations began regarding cooperation in the construction of a new and 

major gas pipeline from western Siberia to the western borders of the USSR and for 
the production of Liquid fuels from coal in the Kansk-Achinsk basin on an industrial 
scale. Negotiations continued on cooperation in the production of oil and natural 
gas in the Barent Sea shelf area as well as the conclusion of a third lumber agree- 
ment with Japanese firms on a compensation basis. This latter envisages the ration- 
al development of timber resources in Siberia and the Far East. Also in 1980 long- 

term agreements on a compensation basis were concluded regarding cooperation in the 
chemical industry with such West European firms as Montedison (Italy), ICI (Britain, 

ind Rhone-Poulenc (France). Major contracts were signed involving Pechiney (France), 
.arding deliveries of equipment for a plant to produce fluor aluminum in Achinsk, 

the FRG firms Kloeckner regarding deliveries of FRG and French equipment for the 
aluminum plant in Sayaniy and Friedrich Uhde about the delivery of complete plants 
(on a compensation basis) for a factory designed to produce polyester fibers in 
Svet logorsk. 
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Cooperating with USSR foreign trade organizations on a basis of compensation are 

not only large companies but also hundreds of medium and small firms in capitalist 

countries. More and more medium and small specialized firms in the capitalist in- 

dustrial countries are involved in various projects as subcontractors, licensors or 

designers. 

The application of experiences gained in the past five-year plan period to new 

major long-range cooperation projects involving capitalist firms serves the accom 

plishment of those tasks set by the party and the government in the ‘main direc- 

tions of economic and sociil development in the USSR for the years 1981-1985 and for 

the period through 1990." 

Preferential Interest Rates for Major Projects at Mid-November 1981] 

« IDdne (2) Kredite bis \? Kredite iber’* Hiandeisw-cpge! 
Sy aad 1 Jahr 90 Tage 180 Tage 

( OBeigien 18,00 14.00 14,00 
(70RD 16.50—17.00 14,00—15.75 11,00—15,75 
( P)anemark 14.50—15,50 14,00—16,00 

inniand 9.00—12.50 9,00—12,50 9.00—12,50 
ankreish 15, 10—15.55 15,10 15.10 

1 1lOriechentand 19.50—20,50 10,50—20,50 10,50—20,50 10,50—20,50 
| — 16,.00—21,00 16,00—21,00 14,30 14,30 

1 Fttand 17,.00—-18,.25 = 17,25—20,75 
1 Ghatien 23,00—26,50 21.50—26,50 21,50—26,50 
"| Wiederlande 14.50—15.00 
°l Werweeen 13.00 11,00—15,00 11,50 12,50 

| Bbterreich 13,50—19,75 13,50—16,75 12,75—16,25 12.75—16,25 
"1 9 prtugal 18.25 19,00-24.00  19,00-21,00 19,50—21,50 
h weden 14,50—16,00 14,00—17.50 15,00—16,00 ; 

) weir 8.50— 9,00 9.00 4.00 
2 I dpanien 18,00-22,.00 15,00-18.00 —16,00-17,00 ——16,00—17,00 
~ Zu den genannten Vorzugs7inssatzen werden noch unterschiedliche Kommissionen bzw 

Prevrstenen erhoten AWID DABA 1-26 1 2 

Key 

1. Country 12. Britain 
2. Loans with terms up to | year 13. Ireland 
3. Loans with terms of more than 14. Italy 

l year 15. Netherlands 
4. 90-day commercial bills 16. Norway 

5. 180-day commercial bills 17. Austria 
6. Belgium 18. Portugal 

7. FRC 19. Sweden 

8. Denmark 29. Switzerland 

9. Finland 21. Spain 

10. France 22. Various commissions are payable on top 

ll. Greece —_ of preferential interest rates listed 
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